Welcome to the February issue of CFO Insights.

This month, we explore how to navigate change: in the M&A landscape, compliance expectations within ESG and top risks finance leaders must be aware of in the coming decade. Read on for our thoughtful insights on how to navigate risk in a dynamic world.

Featured Article

M&A In 2023: 4 Actions to Win the Race for Returns

In the next 12 months, and possibly beyond, the M&A landscape looks to be much different than during the prior two years. When it comes to the organization’s M&A plans, expectations have changed and CFOs and their teams need to be ready to act.

Upcoming Webinar

ESG Risk Management

Tuesday, February 28 | 11 a.m. ET

Amid upcoming regulatory changes and expanding disclosure requirements, organizations must quickly adapt their risk management and compliance practices. Available to watch On Demand post-event.

CFO’s Top 5 of 2022

1. Survey Brief | Top ranking risks for CFOs
2. Blog | How leaders can achieve ESG goals with waste reduction solutions
3. Newsletter | Exploring top risks for the next decade
4. Blog | Why CAEs must make talent management core to strategic planning
5. Blog | Research shows CFOs plan to invest their attention in 5 key areas